Zain [RE] India, based out of the historic city of Hyderabad; India’s only fast growing Off Grid solar power solution provider; has
been established to answer the ever growing energy crises faced by millions of domestic household citizens, Institutions, farmers and
Businesses.
With the growing demand of energy by the consumers, and the respective state governments having very limited means to provide
the same, the citizens, including the farmers and businesses, now face acute shortage of power, not only to run the daily routine at
homes, but also effecting to raise crops and production at factories coming to a grinding halt.
It is also observed that, inverters and generators, that have been accepted as a good alternative are also facing critical problems as
inverters again largely depend upon the regular power (for recharging) and the fuel (diesel, petrol and gas) getting costlier day by day
to run the generators, pinching the pockets and deeply effecting the bottom line. Hence, the only option, otherwise, left is to use the
Renewable Energy Sources that is Green and Clean and comes to you free of cost from the Mother Nature in the form of warm sun,
i.e. solar energy.
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To get relieved from the trauma of official and un‐official power cuts on daily
basis and do away with those costly fuel dependent generators
To get relieved from the ever raising power tariff’s
To lessen the burden of “Subsidies” and encourage level playing and open
market competition to make solar energy more “AFFORDABLE”.
Putting the sun to work reducing the amount of coal and nuclear energy needed
to power your home which helps preserve the earth’s supply of non‐renewable
resources.
To use those resources that come to us “FREE” of cost from Mother Nature.
Have you ever heard or seen people paying bills for using solar energy generated
from their roof tops?
Dramatically reduce your electricity bill, effectively lock in electrical costs and
avoid escalating utility expenses.
In future, as a good business option, based upon the respective government
policies, you can also sell extra generated power to the electricity boards /
distribution agencies. This is happening across the globe and also started in
India.
Studies show that solar energy systems can increase your home value by 20
times the annual electricity savings.
In addition, homes with solar energy systems tend to sell faster than homes
without solar energy systems ‐ 15% faster by some studies.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Solar Power Solutions
R.E. Hybrid Solutions
Energy Auditing
Consulting
E.P.C
MEGA WATT PROJECTS
AMC
Real pics from the site of Installations.

Get rid of those huge current bills, power cuts & power holidays, inverters and generators by using Solar Energy.

Say “YES” to Solar Energy Say “YES” to Zain [RE] India’s Clean and Green Energy products

